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Abstract

Context: Concerns have been raised from many quarters regarding the re-
liability of empirical research findings and this includes software engineering.
Replication has been proposed as an important means of increasing confidence.
Objective: We aim to better understand the value of replication studies, the
level of confirmation between replication and original studies, what confirma-
tion means in a statistical sense and what factors modify this relationship.
Method: We perform a systematic review to identify relevant replication ex-
perimental studies in the areas of (i) software project effort prediction and (ii)
pair programming. Where sufficient details are provided we compute prediction
intervals.
Results: Our review locates 28 unique articles that describe replications of 35
original studies that address 75 research questions. Of these 10 are external,
15 internal and 3 internal-same-article replications. The odds ratio of internal
to external (conducted by independent researchers) replications of obtaining a
‘confirmatory’ result is 8.64. We also found incomplete reporting hampered our
ability to extract estimates of effect sizes. Where we are able to compute rep-
lication prediction intervals these were surprisingly large.
Conclusion: We show that there is substantial evidence to suggest that cur-
rent approaches to empirical replications are highly problematic. There is a
consensus that replications are important, but there is a need for better report-
ing of both original and replicated studies. Given the low power and incomplete
reporting of many original studies, it can be unclear the extent to which a rep-
lication is confirmatory and to what extent it yields additional knowledge to
the software engineering community. We recommend attention is switched from
replication research to meta-analysis.
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meta-analysis.

“no single study is a pure reflection of the underlying truth” – Spence
and Stanley [102]

1. Introduction

Concerns about the reliability of empirical research results are fast becoming en-
demic and software engineering is no exception [94, 43]. Central to this has been
the seminal paper of Ioannidis [38] in bringing the question of false discoveries to
our attention and by illustrating how likely published experiments report erro-
neous results. Additionally, other researchers have questioned the prevalence of
reported p-values just below the customary threshold of significance [105]. Still
others have expressed concern about experimental design influencing results [61]
and the variability of results depending upon which research team performs the
work [95]. The situation is exacerbated by publication bias and the ‘file drawer’
problem [87] when studies are selectively published based on preferences for par-
ticular results (usually ‘positive’ ones). Finally, there is the concern that many
software engineering experiments are seriously under-powered [25, 43], that is
there is both a low probability of discovering a true effect and the parameter of
interest has high variance1.

To remedy the uncertainty surrounding false discoveries, researchers in soft-
ware engineering have advocated the use of replications for over three decades
[10, 81]. The idea is that an empirical result that can be replicated is more
trustworthy. This has gained considerable traction and a series of systematic
reviews [99, 62] have located 135 articles, just up until 2012, describing replic-
ation experiments within the domain of empirical software engineering.

Nevertheless, in part influenced by problems such as the perceived “rep-
lication crisis”2 in psychology [78], and the seeming low levels of agreement
between primary studies and replication studies in software engineering (e.g.,
Sjøberg et al. report that barely 50% of differentiated replications were confir-
matory [101]) there is now considerable concern about the state of health of our
empirical research, particularly experimental research.

Therefore the goal of this study is to provide evidence concerning the con-
tribution of replication studies, the level of agreement or confirmation between
replication and original studies and what confirmation means in a more ob-
jective and statistical sense. The underlying proposition is that confirmation
implies greater reliability and confidence in the result. However, if we find that

1It is the high variance associated with under-powered studies, coupled with selective
reporting that can lead to systematic over-estimation of effect sizes[39].

2The Open Science Collaboration reported in Science [78] the lack of reproducible results
in experimental psychology after conducting 100 replications of experiments published in
leading psychology journals during 2008; only 39% of effects were subjectively rated to have
been replicated.
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whether the replication is conducted by an independent team of researchers or
not, modifies this relationship (cf. [101, 99]) then it might suggest there are ad-
ditional sources of bias which unfortunately then reduce our confidence in the
empirical results. Of course there is natural variability3 between studies and
effect sizes that are found. However, a pattern might be a cause for concern,
hence our systematic review which endeavours to find all relevant replication
studies in the fields of software project effort prediction and pair programming.

To explore these issues in detail, we consider two problem domains within
software engineering. These are software project effort prediction where the ex-
perimental units are software project data and then, pair programming where
the experimental units are human participants, specifically programmers. Ef-
fort prediction was chosen as a well defined sub-domain of empirical software
engineering based on computational experiments, something that is growing in
importance with the advent of modern machine learning algorithms. Pair pro-
gramming was included as a clearly defined sub-domain and one that introduces
non-trivial experimental design challenges such as learning effects and ordering
effects. Finally, pair programming provides a contrast with the effort prediction
by offering a human-centric replication area.

In our review we include both experiments and quasi-experiments that apply
treatments (although the treatment may not be randomly allocated) to exper-
imental units. We focus on replication studies where the research question is
fixed but aspects of the experiment such as participants may be changed. We
exclude reproducibility studies, where the purpose is principally to check for
errors of commission for two reasons. First, because the concept cannot be
applied to experiments using human participants. Second, because the issues
surrounding reproducibility concern such matters as sharing scripts, providing
stable software platforms and so forth. In contrast we are interested in assessing
the reliability of experimental results. See Section 2 for a fuller discussion.

This paper makes the following contributions:

1. We conduct systematic reviews (up until August 2017) that aim to locate
all published, refereed articles that replicate (a) software project effort
prediction and (b) paired programming experiments.

2. We compare the outcomes of internal replications (i.e. where one or more
authors is in common with the original study) and external replications
(where the authors are independent) and show how this is related to the
outcome (confirmation or disconfirmation).

3. We show there is a good deal of diversity in how replications are conducted,
and widespread problems with reporting, not least in terms of replication
goals and expectations. This reduces the value of the replication.

4. Next we show how prediction intervals are larger than might be expected,
with the implication that original studies may be both easier to replicate

3Note that this natural variability due to sampling and measurement error can be consid-
erably greater than researchers often appreciate [23].
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than might be expected but the meaning, in terms of contribution to
knowledge, less than one might hope.

5. Finally we argue that empirical software engineering would benefit from
better reported studies and that meta-analysis is more likely to contribute
to our understanding than replication, particularly when the original study
is under-reported or under-powered.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section consid-
ers the problem of how to define a replication study and then goes onto address
how replication research is undertaken within software engineering. Then Sec-
tion 3 describes our systematic review and how it was conducted. Section 4
describes the overall results from the review and then applies various meta-
analyses to explore factors (type of replication, year and publication venue)
that determine replication outcomes. This is followed by a more general discus-
sion in Section 5 and we conclude in Section 6 by summarising our findings and
making some recommendations about the conduct of future replications. The
appendix contains descriptions of the included Replication and Original Study
articles.

2. Related Work

2.1. Replications and Reproductions

Defining what constitutes a replication study is central to our analysis, but
unfortunately is not straightforward. A comprehensive review of replication
classification schemes across many disciplines by Gómez et al. identified 20 dif-
ferent taxonomies and approximately 70 replication types [28, Table 2]. These
were grouped into three categories, namely:

Group I: which essentially involve faithful replication of the original experi-
ment with no, or minimal, changes.

Group II: for these replications there will be some variation from the origi-
nal experiment which could include “measurement instruments, metrics,
protocol, populations, experimental design or researchers” [28].

Group III: here the “theoretical structure, i.e. they share the same constructs
and hypotheses” [28] is all that is in common between the original and
replicated experiment. These are sometimes referred to as ‘conceptual’
replications.

In our view Groups II and III lie upon a continuum and there is no obvious
rule to determine when a Group II replication becomes a Group III replication.
Nor is it clear how useful such a distinction would be. Discussing how faithful
a replication study must be, Miller states:

“replication in software engineering is fated to be further removed
from exact duplication than traditional sciences. Is this important?
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The short answer is ‘no’. What is important is that the replication
examines the same (or a generalised or specialised version of the
same) hypothesis.” [73]

This highlights the distinction between reproducing an experiment, which should
be as faithful as possible, with replication. In the case of the former, the goal
is determining whether there have been errors in commission and/or reporting.
For the latter, the goal is addressing confidence and generalisability.

Beyond software engineering, Peng [80] considers some of the specifics of
computational experiments and also makes this distinction between reproducibil-
ity and replication4. Therefore, we simply distinguish between reproducing an
experiment and replicating an experiment. Reproducibility concerns the valid-
ity of the original experiment including data and algorithm correctness. By
contrast, for an experiment to be considered a replication we require the follow-
ing:

• The authors must explicitly state which original experiment is being repli-
cated.

• The purpose of the replication study includes extending the external valid-
ity of the experiment (i.e., adding to our understanding of how the results
generalise).

• Both experiments must have research questions or hypotheses in common
(i.e., there are shared constructs and interventions).

• The analysis must contain a comparison of original and new results with
a view to confirming or disconfirming the original experiment. Note that
we intentionally avoid judgements such as ‘successful’.

Replications may be categorised as internal (where the replication team in-
cludes members from the original experiment and could be published in a single
article or several over time) and external (where the entire replication team
are independent of the original experiment) [16, 73]. A number of commenta-
tors indicate a preference for external replications as being more independent,
e.g., [16, 45], however, there is the potential downside in that the replication
may be unintentionally less exact [98].

2.2. What Constitutes a ‘Successful’ Replication?

An important question—but not one that seems to have been widely considered
in software engineering—is what constitutes a ‘successful’ or the less value-laden

4Although there are dissenting viewpoints, e.g., the debate between Shull et al. [98] and
Kitchenham [45] concerning the benefits of ‘exact’ replications, we adopt the more pragmatic
approach of focusing on both Group II and Group III replications where it is the research
hypothesis or question that is being replicated. To do otherwise severely restricts the number
of such studies and also has implications upon external validity.
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term confirmatory replication? It may be that researchers consider the answer is
self-evident hence objective decision processes are seldom articulated. Be that
as it may, this section explores how researchers from other problem domains
have addressed this question.

Except in the case of reproducing the results of a previous study, where
one might hope to find complete agreement, researchers do not expect to find
identical results [102]. So how much might a replication deviate from the original
study and still be considered a confirmation? As Spence and Stanley put it “the
question is not if deviation across studies is permissible, but instead ‘how much
deviation is permissible?’ ” [102].

An obvious and common approach is to use p-values and null hypothesis
significance testing (NHST). If the calculated p-value falls below a threshold
(commonly this is α = 0.05 possibly with correction for multiple tests) then
the effect is deemed to be ‘statistically significant’ so one would expect the
replication to have similar findings if it is ‘successful’. Unfortunately this is
mistaken. As Amrhein et al. state “significance (p ≤ 0.05) is hardly replicable:
at a good statistical power of 80%, two studies will be ‘conflicting, meaning that
one is significant and the other is not, in one third of the cases if there is a true
effect” [5]. An additional, and not widely appreciated, problem is that if the
null hypothesis is true then p becomes a random variable following a uniform
distribution [76] which means all values of p are equally likely.

In addition, it has been widely conjectured that the all or nothing nature of
NHST contributes to reporting biases [43]. This is compounded by the problem
that “researchers typically have so many ‘researcher degrees of freedom’ —
unacknowledged choices in how they prepare, analyse, and report their data
— that statistical significance is easily found even in the absence of underlying
effects” [60].

Instead, Jørgensen et al. [43] suggest researchers should focus on the replic-
ation of effect size rather than statistical significance, a sentiment with which
we agree. It is well known that effect size and significance are not necessarily
related and from a practical perspective the effect is what is of interest [26]. The
questions remains how similar must effect sizes be? And indeed how immune
are they from some of the biases and problems of selective reporting we have
already discussed.

Researchers are generally encouraged to report confidence limits around ef-
fect sizes since we still expect sampling error [5] and measurement error [60]
(assuming all other sources of bias are dealt with). However, in the context
of replication we actually require the prediction interval [23, 102] since a confi-
dence interval relates to the estimate of the population effect size whereas we are
concerned with the estimate from the specific study being replicated. Note also
that whilst the potential sources of error in research are many and varied (e.g.,
measurement error and publication bias), as Spence and Stanley [102] observe,
sampling error will always be present.

A prediction interval is the range of results that might be expected in a
replication due to chance from sampling error. The idea is the original study
contributes the first n1 observations of the effect. Using their known variance
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how would we expect the next n2 observations contributed by the replication
study to behave assuming they are all sampled from the same underlying pop-
ulation. Generally prediction limits tend to be wider than confidence intervals
and can be considerably wider than might be expected. The key point is they
may be calculated using the n1 observations and therefore before the replication
is conducted. This should then influence how we interpret the outcome of a
replication since a confirmatory replication study should yield a result that falls
within a prediction interval computed from the original study. Normally the
95% prediction interval should be employed.

It has been argued that this has contributed to the so-called replication
crisis and that we have good reason to expect a wider spread of results than has
been customary [104]. Patil et al. [79] found that although it was reported that
whilst only 36% of the Open Science initiative replications [78] were considered
to be confirmatory, they showed that 77% of the replication effect sizes reported
were within a 95% prediction interval calculated using the original effect size.
Similarly Spence and Stanley discuss the frequently underestimated impact of
sampling [102] and measurement error [103]. Therefore we can see the great
importance of properly defining replication expectations as a more statistically
based view leads to a doubling in the number of confirmations due to small
sample sizes, large variances and generally small effect sizes.

Helpfully Spence and Stanley have created a prediction interval package for
R called predictionInterval [102] and provide online calculators, the most
useful one for our purposes being for d-values, i.e., standardised mean differences
((m1 −m2)/s where is s is some pooled estimate of the standard deviation) at
https://replication.shinyapps.io/dvalue/.

2.3. Replications in Software Engineering

Similar to many other empirical disciplines, replication has been seen as an
important means of assessing reliability and confidence in empirical findings
[81, 82, 11, 73]. For this reason da Silva et al. [99] conducted a comprehensive
mapping study of software engineering replication studies that identified 96
articles based upon replication studies. This has been extended by Bezerra et
al. [12] which covered replication studies up until 2012.

The dominant paradigm for determining whether a replication confirms the
original study is null hypothesis significance testing (NHST). In other words a
replication is concordant if both it and the original study report a statistically
significant effect, presumably in the same direction. Additionally it would be
expected that the effect is broadly similar. However, the basis for compari-
son is seldom articulated and finding some operational definition for similarity,
in particular in advance, has not been articulated in any software engineering
replication study to the best of our knowledge.

However, despite much agreement on the importance of replication and a
growth in the number of such studies some challenges have been identified. For
example, Gómez et al. [28] discuss some of the problems of reaching a con-
sensus on terminology and what actually constitutes a replication. Mende [63]
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describes two case studies where he re-visits two published, software defect pre-
diction experiments and sought to reproduce (as well as extend) their results.
He identified a number of minor details that rendered reproduction of the re-
sults challenging particularly for one study and concluded that full publication
of scripts as well as data is important. Likewise, our two systematic reviews
described in Section 3 reveal problems of under-reporting which restricts the
opportunities for further analysis.

3. Systematic Review

Systematic reviews have been widely adopted in software engineering over the
past decade. The goal is to locate all articles relevant to the given research
question. The process is guided by an explicit protocol which enables the re-
peatability of the review. An in depth description of the methods and techniques
can be found in the recent handbook authored by Kitchenham, Budgen and Br-
ereton [46].

Thus a systematic review is an appropriate means of finding studies relevant
to the following questions:

1. To what extent do original and replication studies agree?

2. How do researchers interpret agreement and how does this align with a
statistical view?

3. Do internal/external replication, date and publication venue influence rep-
lication outcomes?

As indicated in the Introduction, given the breadth and diversity of research
in empirical software engineering, we restrict the Review to experiments relating
to (i) software project effort prediction and (ii) pair programming. This enables
a more in depth analysis and comparison of two sub-areas. Table 1 provides a
summary of the conduct of the two reviews; Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 provide
more details.

3.1. Searching for effort prediction primary studies

Our first task was to locate candidate studies. Note that our search was for
published articles that might contain one or more replications. A replication
is applied to an original study. We distinguish between internal and external
replications where an internal replication has at least one author in common
with the original study. An internal replication can be within a single article
or refer to a previously published article (we refer to the former as Internal-
SameArticle).

We are fortunate in that a comprehensive mapping study of software engi-
neering replication studies has been published by da Silva et al. [99] which covers
replication studies up until 2010. They identified 96 articles that reported on
133 replication studies based on 72 original studies. Almost 70% of the repli-
cations were published after 2004 and of these 70% were internal replications.
This was subsequently updated to cover 2011-12 in which a further 39 articles
were identified yielding a total of 135 articles [12].
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Systematic Review
Characteristic

Description

Research question RQ1: To what extent do original and replication
studies agree? RQ2: What does confirmation mean
in a statistical sense? RQ3: Do internal/external
replication, date and publication venue influence
replication outcomes?

Motivation To understand the effectiveness of replications to
contribute to empirical knowledge and to explore
ways to improve our research methods and experi-
mental design

Target audience Empirical software engineering researchers
Period covered unbounded - August 2017
Quality Only demonstrably refereed articles
General inclusion cri-
teria

(i) An experiment (ii) Explicitly references study
being replicated (iii) Comparison of results (iv) Ar-
ticle written in English and available (v) Describes
one or more replications not reproductions

Protocol and raw data https://figshare.com/s/

d1f2a035c3f62168b48a

Effort Prediction
Systematic Review
Population Experiments that apply treatments (i.e., different

software project effort predictors) to experimental
units i.e., software projects contained in datasets.
The response variable is an estimate of prediction
performance on unseen projects.

Sources used (i) Previous mapping studies [99, 12] (ii) Google
Scholar (iii) Scopus

Specific inclusion crite-
ria

(i) Manipulates predictors (ii) Response variable =
prediction performance

Pair Programming
Systematic Review
Sources used (i) Google Scholar (ii) Scopus
Specific inclusion crite-
ria

(i) Response variable = pair programming perfor-
mance

Table 1: Systematic Review Overview
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There are two main differences between the research of da Silva et al. and
Bezera et al. and ours. First, they conducted mapping studies [22] which report
on research activity in a given area rather than research findings, whereas we
explore all relevant scientific evidence that bears upon our research question
i.e., a systematic review [47]. Second, their focus covers all software engineer-
ing, whereas we are interested in software project effort prediction and pair
programming experiments.

As has been noted by others such as de Magalhães et al. [62], one of the
difficulties we encountered was that there is no consistent interpretation of the
notion of replication. For inclusion in our review we required four things (as
discussed in Section 2 on page 4). First, the authors must be explicit that
they are replicating another study. Second, the purpose must be to extend
our knowledge of the phenomenon under investigation (as opposed to verifying
the correctness of the original study). Third, the basic experimental questions
or hypotheses must remain unchanged5, so this precludes introducing new or
updated treatments (i.e., types of predictor), however this may be applied to new
data (i.e, experimental units which are either software projects or programmers).
Fourth, there must be an explicit comparison of results.

Although the initial search was performed by MS, this was independently
checked by SC and NA. All contentious decisions were discussed amongst all
authors. In detail our search was conducted in the order as follows:

1. we extracted all relevant articles from the da Silva et al. [99] mapping
study of replications as a starting point (9 articles)

2. we then searched the 2015 update from Bezera et al. [12] (1 article)

3. forward chained (one level) from [99] to locate more recent replication
articles (no articles)

4. backward chained (one level) from hit list derived from Steps 1 and 2 to
identify any articles missed by [99, 12] (3 articles)

5. performed a full document google scholar search based on the first 2006 re-
sults from 2013 onwards using the search string: replication (cost OR

effort) (prediction OR estimation) "software project" (7 arti-
cles)

6. performed a Scopus search of title and abstract only from 2013 onwards us-
ing the search string: "software project" AND replic* AND (prediction

OR estimat*) AND (effort OR cost) (2 articles)

The figures in parentheses are counts of new articles, over and above, those
found by the previous steps. The above strategy yielded a total of 9 + 1 + 0 +
3 + 7 + 2 = 22 articles. Since some of these 22 articles contained more than one
replication study they pointed to 29 original articles that described the studies

5Note that a study might be included where some questions remain unchanged and new
questions introduced in which case for the purposes of our review we ignore the new questions.

6Clearly the decision of how many results to examine is a subjective judgement, however,
the fact that an exhaustive Scopus search only located an additional two articles provides
support that 200 was a reasonable decision.
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being replicated (plus one replication article contained its own original study).
These are detailed in Tables B.9 and B.10.

3.2. Searching for pair-programming primary studies

Again the search commenced with the two mapping studies on replications
[99, 12]. There is also a useful systematic review and meta-analysis [31] al-
though this is limited to studies up and until 2007. A Scopus search (title,
abstract and keywords) on “pair-programming” or “pair programming” gave
662 sources since 1999. A search of Scopus and Google scholar of title, abstract
and keywords on “pair-programming” or “pair programming” gave 949 results.
On the refined search string “pair-programming” or “pair programming” and
“replicat*”, seventeen documents in Scopus and zero citations on Google Scholar
were returned.

Three of the seventeen sources were not considered because they were part of
an introduction to proceedings and contained a list only of the topics in the set
of proceedings (and included the word replication). One further paper was an
extension of a Working Group Report containing no actual replication and was
thus removed from consideration. One paper was a chapter in a volume of papers
and only discussed the topic of replication. Of the 12 remaining papers, one
was a was a Journal extension of another, leaving a total of 11 papers, of which
five were not replications (again, they only mentioned the topic of replication
without actually replicating anything). The distribution of the remaining six
papers across the period 1999-present studied was as follows: a single study
in each of 2008 and 2014 and two studies each in 2006 and 2012. A total of
just six studies from a total of 949 means that only 0.6% of studies in pair-
programming (PP) were actual replications (i.e., actually cited and repeated an
earlier experiment). Each of the six documents was then analysed according to
the extraction criteria previously described and checks made on each paper to
ensure other replication references had not been missed.

3.3. Data extraction

Once the target articles had been located we then identified the number of
replication studies and associated original studies for each article.

In terms of counting and analysis we noted a number of researchers have
conducted chains or families of replications, St+1 7→ St denoting that study
St+1 replicates study St, however, we do not assert or count transitivity so for
the study St+2 7→ St+1 we do not infer St+2 7→ St even if explicitly stated by the
authors since the separate study St+1 has already elsewhere been included within
our meta-analysis. Thus, for example, in [85] we only analyse one replication of
the seven reported since the other six are previously described in [84]. Where a
Replication article addresses more topics than replicating an Original study we
only extract those aspects relevant to the replication. The details of all articles
located are to be found in the Appendix as Table B.9 for the replications and
Table B.10 for the articles containing original studies.

We then extracted the following information:
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• Bibliographical information e.g., title, authors, etc

• Year

• Journal or conference?

• Type (internal, internal-same-paper or external)

• Article(s) replicated

• Number of questions / hypotheses being assessed

• Comparison procedure(s) e.g., NHST

• Comparison conclusion (Y, N, ?)

• Comparison text, i.e., text fragments that support the foregoing

• Other relevant notes e.g., where one replication duplicates part of another
replication article

4. Results and Meta-analysis

4.1. Review Summary Data

Table 2 provides a summary of the results from our review. The replication
studies located range from 1999 to 2017 and the original studies from 1993-
2015. One study (O007) was independently replicated three times otherwise no
other study was replicated more than once. This is a little surprising, although it
could be the research community believes there is diminishing value in successive
validations of the same original study. In contrast, a number of replication
studies tackle multiple original studies within a single article.

Note that a replication study can also be the target of a subsequent replic-
ation and so appears as both a replication and an original study, e.g., R012 also
serves as O019 and in one case a single article replicates studies contained within
it hence it counts both as a replication and an original study i.e., R007. Also
be aware that more than 29 original articles were cited by the replication stud-
ies (and the 30th study is where the replicated studies were contained within
the replication itself). On occasions, however, careful reading revealed that one
original article was subsumed by another more extensive or detailed article, in
which case we only count the latter.

Another consideration is what proportion of all published experiments have
been replicated? Although it is hard to give a definitive estimate of the number
of software project effort prediction experiments that have been published, we
attempted to corroborate this with a general Scopus search:

ALL ("software project" AND (experiment OR empirical) AND

(effort OR cost) AND (predict* OR estimat* ))

12



Category Effort
Review
Count

PP Re-
view
Count

Total
Count

Relevant replication articles 22 6 28
Journal articles 5 3 8
Conference articles 17 3 20
Original articles replicated 30 5 35
Original articles - journals 7 1 8
Original articles - conference 23 4 27
Individual research questions /
hypotheses replicated

60 15 75

External replication 8 2 10
Internal replication 13 2 15
Internal-same paper replication 1 2 3
Replication articles published 1999–

2017
2006–
2014

1999–
2017

Original article published 1993–
2015

2005–
2009

1993–
2015

Table 2: Systematic Review Summary

that retrieved in excess of 4600 articles. So the implication is of the order of
1% of relevant effort prediction experiments are replicated. A similar analysis
for pair-programming yields 6/949 suggests that only ≈ 0.6% of studies have
been replicated. This is an even lower proportion than for effort prediction.
Whilst we would not wish to claim much precision in the foregoing speculative
calculations, it does indicate a very low rate.

The original and replication studies have deployed a range of analytic tech-
niques the most common being null hypothesis significance testing (NHST)
based by the use of p-values associated with the null hypothesis and stated
or implied acceptance thresholds. These are summarised in Table 3. Note the
proportions sum to more than 100% since some replications use multiple tech-
niques. It is clear that the dominant comparison paradigm (for assessing the
degree of confirmation from the replication) is null hypothesis significance test-
ing (NHST) and in all cases the significance threshold was α = 0.05. We also
observed that of the 21 articles using NHST only three made any correction to
α despite multiple tests, in some studies of the order of hundreds (see Table 4).
Generally, no correction will be most permissive (in terms of Type I errors) and
Holm-Bonferroni most stringent.

4.2. Meta-analysis

Note that for this analysis we combine both systematic reviews since the Pair-
Programming review only located 6 replications. Our basic coding of replication
results is to classify the replication researchers’ verdicts as either confirmatory
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Table 3: Analysis techniques used by replication articles

Comparison techniques used by
replication articles

Count % of articles

Comparison of descriptors, e.g., means 6 21%
Comparison of goodness of fit, e.g.,
R-squared and ANOVA

4 14%

Comparison of correlations 3 11%
NHST 21 75%
Comparison of clusterings from a
win-draw-loss and Scott-Knot
procedure

1 4%

Table 4: Approaches to correcting α in NHST

Correction procedure Count
None 18

Holm-Bonferroni 2
Control false discovery rate 1

(‘Y’), contradictory (‘N’) or undecided (‘?’) where the authors were unable to
reach a clear verdict, e.g. stating that the results were “mixed”. Given the
wide range of types of analysis and varying levels of detail provided by the
replication studies we have used text analysis to classify replication outcomes7.
Since replications, by definition, relate their findings to the original study this
proved relatively straightforward and the results are summarised in Table 5.

Of course the process whereby the authors determined their conclusion text
is itself inexact; there may be additional unreported factors that are relevant,
however one has to question the reliability of subjective judgement when the
range of replication outcomes considered confirmatory are not articulated [103].

N ? Y Total
Counts 19 5 51 75
Percentage 25 7 68 100

Table 5: Replication Study Text-based Results

The first thing to note from Table 5 is that almost 7 out of 10 replications
yield confirmatory results. This compares with 39%8 from the Open Science [78]

7All raw data may be found at https://figshare.com/s/d1f2a035c3f62168b48a.
8The 39% is from subjective rating and 36% from tests of statistical significance [78].
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replication in psychology so, on the face of it, software engineering has a higher
replication rate. Interestingly, a 7% of replication comparisons were uncertain
whether the new results supported the original study or not.

Next we break down the replication findings by replication type (External,
Internal), publication venue (Journal, Conference) and by date (before 2011,
2011 onwards) based on a median split. We report effects in terms of odds ratios
since the outcomes are treated as dichotomous in this analysis, i.e., confirmatory
or otherwise (see Haddock et al. [29] for a discussion on their use as measures
of effect size).

Replication Type N ? Y Total Y/N Y/(Y+N)
External 11 0 7 18 0.64 0.39
Internal 8 5 44 57 5.5 0.85
Total 19 5 51 75 8.64 2.18

Table 6: Replication Findings by Replication Type

It is clear from the contingency table (see Table 6) that there is a substantial
difference in the replications that are external (i.e., conducted by researchers
that do not overlap with those responsible for the original study) and internal
studies. This can be expressed as an odds ratio, i.e., 0.64 : 5.5 ≈ 8.64 with a 95%
confidence interval of (2.58, 29.0) [2]. In other words, a replication conducted by
researchers who had some involvement with the original study are of the order
of eight times as likely to find confirmatory evidence from their replication. Of
course a wide confidence interval such as this implies considerable uncertainty
but we note that it does not straddle unity9 suggesting that we can have some
confidence there is an effect. If the undecided results (‘?’) are factored in
as being unsupportive or non-confirmatory the findings change slightly. The
odds ratio becomes 5.32 and the 95% confidence interval narrows slightly to to
(1.72,16.49) but our conclusions do not materially change.

More than a decade ago a review of software engineering experiments by
Sjøberg et al. [101] similarly reported a ratio of 1:6 of confirmation from external
replications contrasting with a ratio of 7:1 from internal replications. This yields
a remarkable odds ratio of 42! Given the small sample size of 15 the confidence
interval is extremely broad (2.1, 825.8), however it again doesn’t cover unity. It
is also interesting to note that the external confirmation rate is 7/18 or 39%
which is similar to the 39% reported by the Open Science group who were also
conducting external replications.

Combining our findings with those of previous studies provides a consistent
picture that external replications are less likely to be confirmatory than internal
replications. This points to problems with researcher bias [95, 43] and thus may
be a reason to be cautious about the independence of internal replications. A
specific example is the review and meta-analysis of perspective based reading

9AN odds ratio of one indicates no effect or no difference between the alternatives.
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experiments by Ciolkowski [21] who commented that he found “strong indicators
of researcher bias”.

Replication Type N ? Y Total Y/N Y/(Y+N)
Journal 10 1 12 23 1.20 0.55
Conference 9 4 39 52 4.33 0.81
Total 19 5 51 75 3.61 1.49

Table 7: Replication Findings by Replication Venue

Next, we consider whether there are differences between journal and confer-
ence published replications (see Table 7). For example one could hypothesise
that journals are more rigorously reviewed and so there might be fewer false
positives and false negatives. We see that the odds ratio is ≈ 3.6 and the 95%
confidence interval is (1.19, 10.95) which of course falls just outside unity and so
we conclude there is some evidence for a relationship between publication venue
and replication outcome. Specifically replication studies published in a journal
are more likely to be disconfirmatory than in a conference.

Finally, we consider date of the replication to investigate if there are any
trends over time. We performed a median split to allocate replications into
before-2011 and 2011-onwards categories (see Table 8). There is a tendency for
more recent replications to be confirmatory as evidenced by an odds ratio of
3.61, however, the confidence interval (1.05 , 12.36) is again just outside unity
so again this must be viewed as some evidence for an increasing proportion of
confirmatory replications. The relative risk ratio is a modest 1.36. Factoring
in the uncertain (‘?’) replication outcomes leads to a diminution of this effect,
so we need some caution in arguing for a time based effect. Two possible
considerations are (i) years and publication dates are highly arbitrary and (ii) it
may be with growing emphasis upon better reporting of empirical studies, the
opportunities are increased for improved replications, i.e., ones that are more
exact.

Replication Type N ? Y Total Y/N Y/(Y+N)
≤ 2010 15 3 26 44 1.73 0.63
≥ 2011 4 2 25 31 6.25 0.86
Total 19 5 51 75 3.61 0.73

Table 8: Replication Findings by Replication Date

Ideally we would now compare all the studies in terms of effect size and
where appropriate convert into a single standardised measure using the formulae
provided in Borenstein et al. [13, Chapter 7]. This requires the mean difference
between treatments, sample size n and the two standard deviations s1 and
s2. Again where standard deviations are not provided it would in principle be
possible to determine an estimate using alternative measures of dispersion such
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as the inter-quartile range using the procedure suggested by Wan et al. [106].
Unfortunately, estimating this proved to be extremely challenging since al-

most no studies provided descriptive statistics for the dispersion of the response
variables, although in most cases detailed descriptions were provided for the ex-
planatory variables. Additionally, only a few studies provided direct estimates
of effect sizes and often where these were provided they tended to be with re-
spect to a benchmark such as a random prediction procedure or a relative näıve
approach such as using the sample mean or median for all predictions. Since this
is generally not the research question being replicated this has not helped our
meta-analysis. Consequently, whilst we consider it would be ideal to compare
replications and original studies in terms of effect sizes and confidence limits
this has not proved possible with the current level of reporting.

Finally we turn to the research question of what does confirmation mean,
particularly in the statistical sense of prediction intervals discussed in Section
2.2. It is clear there is a good deal of informality and diversity in determining
what constitutes a ‘successful’ replication or how similar results should be. An
example of the inherent complexity can be seen in the family of replications
performed by Quesada-López and Jenkins where for example the range of re-
ported R-squared coefficients vary from 0.36 to 0.94 with a value of 0.68 for
the replication study [84, Table 9]. Although all models are ‘significant’ with
p < 0.01 the effect sizes are clearly somewhat different and this is likely to have
some practical consequences from a practitioner perspective. Consequently it
is a little unclear what meaning to attach to these replications. Interestingly,
Quesada-López and Jenkins somewhat hedged their bets by simply indicating
that the results presented “support some of the findings of the original studies”
[our italics].

Attempting to apply these ideas to a software engineering replication we
use R001 and O004 (since Myrtveit and Stensrud [77] usefully provide standard
deviations for the response variable MMRE where the subscript denotes the two
treatments, A=analogy and R=regression. We need to reason backwards since
[97] does not provide this information. So if we pool the standard deviation from
R001 we obtain sr = 265 and a mean effect mR of MMREA−MMRER = −27
and nR = 68 (see [77, Table 8] and we pool the 8 comparable datasets from [97,
Table 2] so nO = 254 we compute a 95% prediction interval of [-99.22 , 45.22
]. Computing a weighted mean of mO = MMREA −MMRER we obtain 43.2
which is just within the prediction interval despite the seemingly quite distinct
results. If this seems surprising recall that the variance or standard deviation
is high.

To interpret this analysis more clearly, the original study was based upon 254
projects and the replication on 68 projects. The original study reported a mean
difference in MMRE between regression and analogy-based prediction of 43.2%.
The replication found a difference in the opposite direction of -27%. Yet even
this non-trivial difference based on many software projects would fall within
our computed 95% prediction interval and so in principle should be accepted as
a confirmation, not a failure to replicate. Such broad prediction intervals are
due to the very high levels of variance in the predictions. In terms of generat-
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ing useful knowledge for the real world they are extremely problematic since a
project manager would certainly differentiate between this range of performance
since they encompass technique being substantially better and worse than the
comparison technique.

Another even more extreme example of small and underpowered studies is
[O010] [44] and the replication [R005] [96]. The raw results are provided in
[R005] which enables us to again reason backwards. The approximate effect
size is given by the mean difference in absolute residual between the two predic-
tion techniques (analogy and regression-to-the-mean) normalised by the pooled
standard deviation. This yields an effect size of ∼ 0.11 which is below the
threshold of small suggested by Cohen [26]. The sample sizes are also small
with data sets of 18 and 16 and 20 and 16 respectively. From this we can con-
struct the prediction intervals which are approximately [-0.78, 1.02]. Put simply
a replication study that found a large effect in either direction could be con-
sidered to be confirmatory! The reason again is the small effect size and high
variance such that, without even any other issues, hugely varying results can
simply be explained by sampling error. In these circumstances a replication is
simply not useful.

5. Discussion

Clearly this review exposes that there are issues concerning what we mean by
replication and what we might expect to learn from a completed replication
study. These are not unique to software engineering. Since the widely discussed
100 replications study in psychology [78] there has been a good deal of reflection
from this discipline. Anderson and Maxwell [6, Table 1] identify six distinct
replication goals, and it is probable that their list is not exhaustive given the
particular needs and goals of software engineering. Certainly it would be helpful
for replication studies to be more explicit about what their purpose.

As a number of researchers have remarked e.g., [78, 102] there is no sin-
gle agreed way to define replication confirmation. Moreover, unlike the Open
Science initiative, which completed 100 replications of published studies in psy-
chology this is not a prospective study and hence far less control. In addition,
their original studies that were the target of their replications more consistently
relied on the null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) paradigm than is the
case for our systematic review where it was only adopted by two thirds of the
replication articles (see 3). Furthermore we found there is often some impreci-
sion in terms of exactly what hypotheses were tested in the original study and
the extent to which they were determined post hoc.10 There also seems consid-
erable flexibility with the direction of hypotheses and also the false implication

10As an example of post hoc selection of hypotheses [9] state “we discarded all those hy-
potheses that turned out to be clearly unsupported by the data analysis, and we kept all those
that were supported (at the 0.05 significance level) and those data with a p-value close to 0.05,
to test them again.”. We respect their candour. It is most probable other studies have done
similarly but neglected to report the fact.
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that failure to reject the null hypothesis implies that there is strong evidence of
no effect.

So we may have the unintuitive situation that an underpowered original
experiment showing a small effect may be a good deal easier to ‘confirm’ than one
might imagine! Of course the confirmation may not be tremendously valuable
or yield much useful new knowledge! Alternatively it could guide the design of
more powerful replications that are more able to yield useful results, e.g., by
increasing the number of experimental units, using simpler experimental design
or by seeking to reduce heterogeneity hence the variance.

5.1. Threats to Validity

Internal validity or the degree to which the conclusions derived from the
study are justified. We identify three potential threats.

First, three replications e.g., R012 replicating R011/O020 used the same
but extended data set, in other words there is a common subset of projects.
This clearly impacts the independence of the replication study. However
we have included such studies since the authors interpret these as replic-
ation studies.

The second threat lies in the potential inexactitude of the replications par-
ticularly when these are conducted externally. For example, some repli-
cations follow similar statistical procedures whilst other replications are
loosely inspired by the general research question, but thereafter details
differ considerably. However, there is variation in the clarity of the ex-
perimental description contained in the Original Study and potential help
between teams so for example, R015 remarked that they “were fortunate
to be able to consult with the first author of [8] and be able to use the same
code for the nine learners and most of the pre-processors” [7]. By contrast
Lokan and Mendes [55] stated that many aspects of the Original Study
they were seeking to replicate were unclear. Without this information it
is difficult to compute, for example, prediction intervals [102]. Mindful of
these difficulties we have focused on major results and report confidence
intervals wherever possible.

Third, the data extraction and coding was not always straightforward.
Articles were written in different styles for varying audiences and pur-
poses over a period of more than 20 years. We also assume that a single
common author with the original study is sufficient to classify a replic-
ation as internal. However, the influence of a sole author may not be
decisive. Nevertheless, the difference between internal and external replic-
ation study confirmation rates is so pronounced we doubt this threat will
make much difference. Different statistical analyses have been deployed
and differing levels of detail reported. This has certainly hindered our
meta-analysis as not all our judgements have been made with confidence.
We make the raw data available and invite other researchers to reproduce
or revisit this analysis.
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external validity or the degree to which it is reasonable to generalise from
the study results to other contexts, in particular to other sub-fields within
software engineering. Here we identify two potential threats.

First, the community comprises a relatively small number of researchers of
whom a couple dominate, namely Emilia Mendes is associated with eight
replications and Chris Lokan with six. Thus this, combined with our small
sample of replications, might impact our confidence in any generalisation.
However, wherever possible we have compared our results with other pub-
lished meta-analyses, particularly the recent work by Jørgensen et al. [43]
that also addresses empirical software engineering studies and also from
the field of experimental psychology.

Second, we have only considered experiments and only from the specific
sub-fields of project effort prediction and pair-programming. The study
on researcher bias for defect prediction [95] highlighted the likelihood of
problems in this area too so we don’t see any compelling reason to believe
effort prediction is unrepresentative. Of course further studies could better
address this question.

6. Conclusions

First, we wish to reiterate that we agree with the view that replication is a fun-
damental part, indeed a “cornerstone of science” [100]. The ability of software
engineers to reproduce empirical results will add to our body of knowledge and
our confidence in it. This must be to the benefit of researchers and practitioners
alike. However, we consider that meta-analysis [32] is far more likely to prove
fruitful than the notion of replicating individual studies many of which may
be under-powered or under-reported. The philosophy of replication is to ask
whether the results of a particularly study can be confirmed by another study.
In other words is it ‘true’? Meta-analysis is concerned with pooling results to
better estimate the population parameter(s) of interest and understand the un-
certainty that surrounds these estimates. This allows the possibility of working
with multiple studies rather than singling out individual studies and the pooling
of all relevant evidence. Of course, meta-analysis is not without problems such
as dealing with low quality studies. Nevertheless, we believe this is preferable
to arbitrarily picking an original study (typically underpowered) and seeking to
confirm the results via a replication study.

Our findings fall into five groups.

1. Experiments in software project effort prediction are replicated relatively
infrequently. We located 28 replication articles. The total population
of target experiments is not easy to estimate but it is likely to be order
of magnitude thousands rather than hundreds. This implies only a few
percent are replicated. We saw little evidence of any time based effect.

2. Approximately half of all replications are conducted internally. The odds
ratio of an internal replication confirming the original study is 8.64. This
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is of a concern. It is also in line with the systematic review of Sjøberg
et al. [101], da Silva et al. [99] and Jørgensen et al. [43]. Two possible
explanations are researcher bias (possibly subconscious) or incomplete re-
porting leading to inexact replication. Neither possibility is ideal.

3. There was great variety between the replications despite focusing on a
relatively small domain. This included the level of granularity and the ex-
actness of the replication of the original experimental details and analysis.
Although the dominant form of reasoning was null hypothesis significance
testing (75%) details concerning the specification of hypotheses and cor-
rections for multiple tests varied considerably (both in the original and
replication studies).

4. The variety described above coupled with incomplete reporting meant that
determining effect sizes and associated confidence limits was generally not
possible. Most notably absent were measures of dispersion for the response
variables.

5. For two replications that reported standard deviation data we could esti-
mate the 95% prediction interval for the replications (which were deemed
to contradict the original studies). Despite the seeming substantial dif-
ference in results and effect direction and quite large sample sizes the
prediction interval was surprisingly wide and therefore both replications
instead of being contradictory should be considered as confirmatory of
the original study. The issue is one of low power in a setting of high vari-
ance. Unfortunately, there is a good deal of evidence to suggest that many
studies are under-powered [25, 8]. Very little useful additional knowledge
is obtained when such variation in effect size and direction are permit-
ted. The question then arises as to what steps can be taken to narrow
prediction intervals such that replication studies yield more useful infor-
mation. We believe the research comm should move from the idea of
replicating individual (possibly interesting studies) to meta-analysis of in-
teresting questions. Of course reproducibility might remain an issue on
occasions.

Reporting guidelines have been proposed by Carver [20] however our meta-
analysis has been considerably hindered by incomplete and unclear information,
notably the lack of details concerning the dispersion of the response variables.
The lack of this kind of information substantially detracts from the usefulness
of an empirical study.

To conclude, we would strongly urge those considering replications to care-
fully specify exactly what is being replicated and what results they expect,
what would constitute a confirmation and what would constitute a disconfir-
mation. Where bounds seem unacceptably wide steps may be taken to address
the problem such as (i) reducing the heterogeneity of the experimental units,
(ii) simplification of the experimental design or increasing the sample size before
conducting the actual replication. Alternatively we recommend meta-analysis.
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Appendix A. Detailed comments on the pair programming review

Appendix A.1. Pair Programming Replications

A set of general observations can be distilled from those six studies. To begin
with, only one study of the six by Lemos et al. [S4] used industrial developers as
a basis. Even then, only seven developers were used, as opposed to eighty-five
students as part of the same experiment. While of course, from a pedagogical
standpoint, these are valuable studies, the validity in, and transferability to,
industrial settings of student-based studies could be questioned; moreover, the
small sample size of industrial developers in this case (and in many other em-
pirical studies) also poses an external validity threat. In the paper by Lemos
et al. two research questions related specifically to PP were tested. Firstly,
could PP help obtain more correct implementations than when those imple-
mentations were individually programmed? Secondly, did pair programmers
spend more time [coding] than individual programmers? Results showed that
PP tended to increase reliability in terms of correctness, vis-a-vis defects. How-
ever, PP tended to increase development time with compared with individually
programmed code.

A further observation of the extracted studies is that only two of the six
were external replications of previous studies [S2, S3]. The other four used
specific cohorts on undergraduate CS programmes and internally replicated a
previous study. The first of the external replications was by Hanks [S3], a
study which partially replicated the work of Robins et al. [SR4]. In the original
study, the work explored the process by which student cohorts learnt a first
programming language and the problems the students faced in the process (it
did not specifically explore PP per se).

The later study explored two hypotheses related to programming task com-
pletion comparing paired versus individual programmers (students in this case).
The first hypothesis was that the proportion of problems encountered in the
allocated tasks would be smaller for paired students when compared to indi-
viduals. The problems was a set of acknowledged issues that students faced
in the original study and borrowed for the later study. The second hypothe-
sis explored whether paired students required assistance on fewer problems. In
terms of results, the types of problems encountered by the paired programmers
were similar to those of individual students. However, the number of problems
requiring assistance was much smaller for the paired students, suggesting that
they were able to resolve more on their own. The study therefore supported
the use of PP compared to individual program development. In the other ex-
ternal replication by Canfora et al. [S2], an analysis of the work of Al-Kilidar et
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al. [SR2] was conducted. That earlier study suggested that pair design quality
was higher than individual design quality in terms of functionality, usability,
portability and maintenance compliance. Canfora et al.’s study explored two
hypotheses related to effort and quality of pair-programmed code versus indi-
vidual code. The key conclusion was of evidence that pair programming made
effort and quality more predictable than traditional solo programming.

The fact that only two of the six studies externally replicated a study po-
tentially highlights another generic problem with empirical studies and observa-
tion. It is difficult enough to internally replicate a study where there is usually
significant control over the experimental instrumentation; the majority of PP
replications seem to use subjects that are relatively easy to control and are
largely homogenous in nature (i.e., student cohorts). The extent to which these
studies can be transferred to industrial practice is questionable and so it has
to be asked whether the ease with which students can be used in experiments
compromises progress in understanding actual PP practice.

A final observation and particularly relevant to the overall aim of the paper
is that only one of the six studies reported effect sizes and statistical power
[S6]. In Salleh et al. [S6] a replication of an earlier study using a cohort of
Year 1 students was made using Year 2 students at the University of Auckland.
The authors undertook a set of five experiments (including the one replicated
experiment), between 2009 and 2010, exploring the effects of personality traits
on PP. The replicated study explored the personality trait of ’conscientiousness’,
defined as: “concerned with one’s achievement orientation. Those who have a
high score tend to be hardworking, organised, able to complete tasks thoroughly
and on time, and reliable”. The study did not find any significant correlation
between Conscientiousness and academic performance.

Moreover, only one of the studies by Sfetsos et al. [S5] reported a level of
significance other than at the 5% level, reporting at the 1% level. Unsurpris-
ingly, at least one of the studies justified the use of a 5% level by claiming a
“traditional” confidence level of 95%. In Sfetsos et al. [S5] the emphasis was on
pair performance in terms of communication, time to complete assignments and
overall score. Differences between two personality groups were studied: a control
group with homogeneous personalities in pairs and an experimental one with
heterogeneous personalities. The study was based on two prior experiments
[SR3, SR5] using seventy and one hundred and sixty students, respectively.
Three hypotheses were explored related to a mix of personality types and tem-
peraments. Results showed that pairs comprising heterogeneous personalities
and temperaments performed better than pairs with the same personality and
temperament type; the time spent completing assignments was not found to be
statistically significant between groups.

Finally, the study by Mendes et al. [S1] replicated the work originally de-
scribed in [SR1]. The study in [S1] compared the performance of students
carrying out PP in a controlled environment of students at the University of
Auckland with those doing individual work in a similar setting. In total, 190
second-year students on software design and construction course took part, 78
of which were paired and 112 worked individually. The effect the PP experience
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appeared to improve both the quality of work produced and the enthusiasm
and motivation for doing more supporting the earlier work in [SR1]. Table B.11
shows the set of studies that replicated (either internally or externally) another
study and Table B.12 the original set of studies.

Appendix B. Articles located by the systematic review

Table B.9: Replication Study Details

ID Citation Year Article Title Rep
Type

Article
Type

Orig
Article
Id

R001 [77] 1999 A Controlled Experiment to As-
sess the Benefits of Estimat-
ing with Analogy and Regression
Models

Ext J O004

R002 [15] 2000 A replicated Assessment and
Comparison of Common Soft-
ware Cost Modeling Techniques

Int C O005

R003 [72] 2003 A Replicated Assessment of the
Use of Adaptation Rules to Im-
prove Web Cost Estimation

Int C O009

R004 [69] 2005 A Replicated Comparison of
Cross-company and Within-
company Effort Estimation
Models using the ISBSG
Database

Ext C O007

R005 [96] 2005 A Replication of the Use of
Regression Towards the Mean
(R2M) as an Adjustment to Ef-
fort Estimation Models

Ext C O010

R006 [55] 2006 Cross-company and Single-
company Effort Models Using
the ISBSG Database: a Further
Replicated Study

Ext C O007

R007 [9] 2007 Three Empirical Studies on Esti-
mating the Design Effort of Web
Applications

Int-
Same
Ar-
ticle

J R007

R008 [67] 2008 Replicating studies on cross- vs
single-company effort models us-
ing the ISBSG Database

Ext
/
Int

J O007,
O014

Continued on next page
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Table B.9 – Continued from previous page
ID Citation Year Article Title Rep

Type
Article
Type

Orig.
Article
Id

R009 [70] 2008 Cross-company vs. single-
company web effort models using
the Tukutuku database: An ex-
tended study

Int J O013

R010 [68] 2009 Investigating the Use of Chrono-
logical Splitting to Compare
Software Cross-company and
Single-company Effort Predic-
tions: A Replicated Study

Int C O015

R011
(=
O019)

[27] 2010 Estimating web application de-
velopment effort using COSMIC:
Impact of the base functional
component types

Ext C O016

R012 [17] 2010 Which cosmic base functional
components are significant in es-
timating web application devel-
opment? - a case study

Int C O019

R013 [24] 2011 Using web objects for develop-
ment effort estimation of web ap-
plications : a replicated study

Ext C O011,
O012

R014 [37] 2013 Software cost estimation by clas-
sical and Fuzzy Analogy for Web
Hypermedia Applications : A
replicated study

Int C O008,
O020

R015 [7] 2013 Using ensembles for web effort
estimation

Ext C O021

R016 [52] 2015 Functional Size Measures and Ef-
fort Estimation in Agile Develop-
ment : A Replicated Study

Int C O025

R017 [74] 2015 How to Make Best Use of Cross-
Company Data for Web Effort
Estimation?

Int C O026

R018
( =
O029)

[84] 2015 An empirical validation of func-
tion point structure and applica-
bility : A replication study

Ext
/
Int

C O001,
O002,
O003,
O006,
O022,
O027

Continued on next page
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Table B.9 – Continued from previous page
ID Citation Year Article Title Rep

Type
Article
Type

Orig.
Article
Id

R019 [36] 2015 RBFN networks-based models
for estimating software develop-
ment effort : A cross-validation
study

Int C O023

R021 [4] 2016 A replication study on the effects
of weighted moving windows for
software effort estimation

Int C O024,
O028

R020 [85] 2016 Function Point Structure and
Applicability : A Replicated
Study

Int J O029

R022 [59] 2017 Investigating the use of mov-
ing windows to improve software
effort prediction: a replicated
study

Int J 2017

Table B.10: Original Study Details

Id Citation Year Article Title Article
Type

Rep Arti-
cle Id

O001 [48] 1993 Inter-item correlations among func-
tion points

C R018

O002 [40] 1993 A comparison of function point
counting techniques

J R018

O003 [42] 1996 Function point sizing: structure, va-
lidity and applicability

J R018

O004 [97] 1997 Estimating Software Project Effort
Using Analogies

J R001

O005 [14] 1999 An Assessment and Comparison of
Common Software Cost Estimation
Modeling Techniques

C R002

O006 [54] 1999 An empirical study of the corre-
lations between function point ele-
ments

C R018

O007 [41] 2001 Using Public Domain Metrics to Es-
timate Software Development Effort

C R004,
R006

O008 [33] 2002 Estimating software project effort
by analogy based on linguistic val-
ues

C R014

Continued on next page
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Table B.10 – Continued from previous page
Id Citation Year Article Title Article

Type
Rep Arti-
cle Id

O009 [71] 2003 Do Adaptation Rules Improve Web
Cost Estimation?

C R003

O010 [44] 2003 Effort Estimation: Software Effort
Estimation by Analogy and “Re-
gression Toward the Mean”

J R005

O011 [88] 2003 Cost estimation for web applications C R013
O012 [89] 2003 Using Web Objects for Estimat-

ing Software Development Effort for
Web Applications

C R013

O013 [66] 2004 Further comparison of cross-
company and within-company
effort estimation models for web
applications

C R009

O014 [55] 2006 Cross-company and single-company
effort models using the ISBSG
database: a further replicated study

C R008

R007 [9] 2007 Three Empirical Studies on Esti-
mating the Design Effort of Web Ap-
plications

J R007

O015 [56] 2008 Investigating the Use of Chronolog-
ical Splitting to Compare Software
Cross-company and Single-company
Effort Predictions

C R010

O016 [18] 2008 Impact of Base Functional Compo-
nent Types on Software Functional
Size Based Effort Estimation

C R011

O017 [57] 2009 Applying moving windows to soft-
ware effort estimation

C R022

O018 [17] 2010 Which cosmic base functional com-
ponents are significant in estimating
web application development? - a
case study

C R012

O019
( =
R011)

[27] 2010 Estimating web application devel-
opment effort using COSMIC: Im-
pact of the base functional compo-
nent types

C R012

O020 [34] 2012 Software cost estimation by fuzzy
analogy for ISBSG repository

C R014

O021 [49] 2012 On the Value of Ensemble Effort Es-
timation

J R015

Continued on next page
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Table B.10 – Continued from previous page
Id Citation Year Article Title Article

Type
Rep Arti-
cle Id

O022 [50] 2013 Towards a simplified definition of
Function Points

J R018

O023 [35] 2013 Assessing RBFN Based Software
Cost Estimation Models

C R019
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( =
R018)
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point structure and applicability: A
replication study
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